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Samsung EF-PF721TNEGWW mobile phone case Cover Navy

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-PF721TNEGWW

Product name : EF-PF721TNEGWW

- Removable ring and Silicone Case
Silicone Cover with Ring for Galaxy Z Flip4

Samsung EF-PF721TNEGWW mobile phone case Cover Navy:

Ring grip for a tighter hold
With the Silicone Cover with Ring, you can handle your device safely and comfortably at all times by
sliding your finger into the ring for an assisted firm grip.

Stylish, soft and secure
Instantly upgrade your Galaxy Z Flip4's feel with the smooth, matte finish of the silicone cover which
gives your device a polished surface that looks as good as it handles.

Liven up with vibrant colours
Available in various fashionable hues, the Silicone Cover with Ring helps protect your device in sleek
fashion.

Going Green
Simply doing our share. All Galaxy Z Flip4 cases are now applied with UL-certified recycled or bio
materials that renew consumer waste into meaningful value by minimising emissions, maximising
efficiency and conserving our precious resources.

Features

Compatibility * Galaxy Z Flip4
Case type * Cover
Material * Silicone
Product colour * Navy
Surface coloration Monochromatic

Features

Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Dust resistant, Scratch resistant

Weight & dimensions

Weight 38 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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